
Dr. Fritz’s Marital Rating Form
Assessment of  the Husband
(to be completed by wife)

Date of Assessment

In determining the result, score the various items under DEMERITS which fit the wife and add to get a
DEMERITS total.  Each item counts for one point except where specifically weighted as in parenthesis.
Then score the items under MERITS which apply and add to get a MERITS total  .  Now subtract the
DEMERITS total from the MERITS total to get the wife’s raw score.
Interpret this score according to the following table.

Raw Scores      Interpretation
0 -24                 Very Poor (Failure)
25 - 41              Poor
42 - 58 Average
59 - 75 Superior ( a definite keeper)
74 plus Superb (you might want to validate gender just in case)

Stares at or flirts with other women while
out with wife (5)

Friendly to wife’s friends (too much)

Fails to come to the table when meal is
ready

Believes channel surfing is a sport and
acceptable behaviour

Publicly praises bachelor days and regrets
having married

Belches without apology

Thinks farting is funny and believes one
under the covers is OK

Snores - and denies it!

Never makes the bed or removes laundry
pile

Believes the occasional ‘Uh huh’ constitutes
listening and conversation

Brings guests home for dinner without
warning the wife (5)

Leaves the seat up (5)

Total demerits

Turns over the pay cheque to the wife

Friendly to wife’s friends (but not too much)

Remembers birthdays, anniversaries etc.

Polite and mannerly even when alone with
wife - Actually listens

Asks for wife’s opinion and seriously
considers it in decision making

Has a date night at least every week (5 for
every date)

Never goes to bed angry - always makes up
first (5)

Good sense of humour - Jolly and gay (not
that way)

Brings flowers on a regular basis and not
just when in trouble

Puts the seat down every time

Makes bed/breakfast every day (5)

Total Merits

Helps wife with dishes, children and
scrubbing

DEMERITS MERITS

Net score

Assessor

Assessee

Disclaimer: Neither Dr. Fritz Heckler nor The Institute for the Seriously Bewildered can be held responsible for any fall out that
might arise from the use of this form unless that fall out is positive and leads to greater understanding and co-operation between
spouses in which case both parties are requested to tell their friends about it.


